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this period when we are experiencing transformation of
technology at a rapid speed.
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substantial shift in technology adoption, which is a positive
indication of the country's development in the BFSI (Banking,
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SBM Bank and OneCard have teamed up to develop a mobile credit card:
SBM Bank has announced a partnership with
OneCard, a fintech company, to offer a
mobile-based credit card. The bank stated
that it hopes to cater to the tech-savvy
population that has accepted digital as a
natural way of life with this cooperation. SBM
Bank said in a statement that OneCard will
use Visa's technology and global acceptability
in this co-branded credit card product via an
app. "This partnership is in line with our

intelligent banking aim of explaining products
that direct specific consumer requirements
and fulfilling new solutions through cuttingedge platforms," said Head - Retail and
Consumer Banking, SBM Bank India, Neeraj
Sinha. The mobile-first credit card is an
important step toward recognising and
appreciating the country's growing digital
environment.

FinTech Studios and IHS Markit have teamed up to bring you real-time market intelligence:
Refinitiv, one of the world's largest data and
infrastructure providers of financial markets
and IBSFINtech, the leading player in
Enterprise solutions in India, have partnered
to launch an automated treasury
management solution for managing the
liquidity and cash, currency risk, and market
insights, InTReaX™. This automated solution
will support the corporates to automate and

modernize their treasury workflow flexibly
and will enable the smooth operations.
InTReaX™, will support CXOs and Treasurers
to enhance the visibility, transparency and
control;
drive
automation,
mitigate
operational risk, and improve business
efficacy. It is configurable and accessible
across the overall corporate treasury
ecosystem by accessing commanding
analytics.

FHB partner with MX for Mobile Banking and Empowering Customers with Financial Insights::
Recently, MX, the market leader in data
enhancement and modern connectivity for
the fintechs, financial institutions, and
organizations worldwide, has announced that
FHB, the First Hawaiian Bank has gone live for
mobile banking to complement digital
banking strategy of FHB that will deliver
appealing customer experiences, on MX
Helios platform. FHB has a legacy of serving
individuals, generations of families, and
businesses. The bank is meeting the emerging

needs of its customers both in-person and,
across all its digital platforms through a suite
of innovative, digital options and services.
Powered by Industry leading data platform of
MX’s, FHB will continue assisting its
customers all over Hawaii, Guam, Saipan and
the U.S. by delivering a secure location to
interact with all of the financial relationships
of them. Credit cards, debit cards, banking
accounts, loans, investments, etc.

Infosys Chairman Nandan Nilekani stated that India Is at the Cusp of AI innovation

Aadhaar architect and Infosys chairman
Nandan Nilekani in a statement stated that
India is at the cusp of some major innovations

in AI (artificial intelligence). He said that the
result of government's focus on setting up
payment systems over the past few years has
now been huge trove of data sets across
systems. "The time is right to apply AI across
the board to India's most challenging issues
across areas like healthcare and education.
Both the business side and the government
side are well placed to apply AI in a unique
way," said Nilekani. Creating the good AI
infrastructure require huge amounts of data.
“Both the business side and the government

side are well placed to apply AI in a unique
way,” said Nilekani, in a fireside chat which
was organized to celebrate the very first
anniversary of INDIAai- the national AI portal
set up Ministry of Electronics and Information
Technology (MeitY), National E-Governance
Division, and Nasscom. When asked, when
Artificial Intelligence can help India make
another revolutionary application like
Aadhaar.

Doorstep Digital Services to be launched by Ezeepay in rural areas
Ezeepay Doorstep Digital Services to be
started in rural areas in India. Out of India's
total population approx 2/3 of the people
reside in village areas and small towns.
Ezeepay has originated as a significant player
in the fintech area in India. This invention will
assist Ezeepay in fulfilling the Indian
Government's aim of cultivating financial and
social development in India. The features of
Ezeepay will include cash deposit and
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withdrawal, Establishment of small ATMs in
the bank, Tax filing, GST, etc., the main aim of
Doorstep digital services is to make banking
and other digital facilities available to all
people. Micro ATMs of Ezeepay will enable
the users to withdraw cash and commence
other banking activities with ease. At least
60% of the total Indian population lives in
rural areas, Financial services are important
to rural people for attaining economic

development. The DDS service of Ezeepay will
assist in maintaining the financial and social
deviation amongst the rural and urban Indian
population.
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Synechron partners with Squirro to empower data for financial services:
Lombard, India's largest private sector
general insurance firm, has used Microsoft
Azure Cognitive Services to revolutionize its
customer relationship. Customers' insurance
needs, such as the acquisition of new policies,
renewal of existing policies, and claim
settlement, have been simplified thanks to
Azure Speech Services and Natural Language
Processing (NLP). With the use of Azure AI
capabilities, ICICI Lombard was able to
improve the accuracy of its Quality Audit (QA)
during calls from 50% to over 80%. It has also

improved the effectiveness of its internal
audit process by lowering latency from 12 to
two hours and enhancing call centre agent
productivity. Through its call centre, the ICICI
Lombard digital team currently makes over
1,000 outbound client calls each day. While
the corporation screened and inspected calls
at random to ensure that compliance levels
and the quality of its tele-customer service
were met, the large call volume hampered
audit effectiveness.

Branch - Personal Finance App Launches its Hindi Version for its native consumers
With the debut of a Hindi version of Branch,
India's leading personal finance app, more
Indian consumers will be able to use it. The
launch comes as a part of Branch’s aim to
make the financial freedom accessible to
more than half a billion Indian consumers
who were not able to access it due to
language issues. After almost two-quarters of
intensive study and research to identify the
needs and issues experienced by native
clients from Tier 2 and 3 cities in the entire
lending and banking industry, the app was
developed in Hindi. The new launch aims to

serve its digital financial services to these
audience - who are generally unnoticed by
existing financial institutions and fintech
apps. “At Branch, we solve for the financial
needs of the average Indian consumer.
Language becomes a barrier for users to
access funds in this digital-first economy.
Our deliberate effort to launch our app in
Hindi will help a majority of Hindi-speaking
consumers have a better, less-daunting
experience and, most importantly, gain
access to capital.” said Sucheta Mahapatra,

Managing Director-Branch Personal Financial
App.

Micro Focus and RAH Infotech have partnered to help Indian businesses speed their digital transformation:
RAH Infotech, India's technology distributor,
has entered into a partnership with Micro
Focus, an enterprise software company, to
assist Indian businesses in beginning their
digital transformation journeys and building
more agile, cybersecurity, and analyticsdriven businesses. RAH Infotech will use its
Pan-India distribution network as a national
distributor to deliver Micro Focus' whole
suite of technological solutions in the areas of
Hybrid IT, Security, Enterprise DevOps, and
Predictive Analytics. The company provides
the insights, efficiency, and automation
required to compete in today's fast shifting
marketplace with its extensive portfolio

underpinned by advanced analytics.
“The Covid-19 pandemic changed the
way businesses use technology and it
helped
to
accelerate
digital
transformation across business
verticals worldwide. The WFH and
lockdown norms posed new
challenges as enterprises worked to
maintain business continuity and
their operational stability. The Micro
Focus portfolio of software solutions
addresses these challenges with its
industry-leading
digital
transformation
solutions,” said Ashok Kumar, MD, RAH
Infotech. “We are excited to distribute Micro

Focus solutions because of our shared vision
of delivering world-class digital infrastructure
solutions to our customers,” added Kumar.

NAV-eCash Card launched by SBI:
Considering Digital India, as its topmost

priority, NAV-eCash Card was launched by the
Indian Navy and SBI. The launch was watched

by CS Setty, MD (Retail & Digital Banking), SBI,
and Vice Admiral R Harikumar,
Flag Officer Commanding-in-chief.
The inauguration of SBIs NAVeCash is a crucial step for the
digital payment platform and SBI's
responsibility with regards to the
Government of India and a
deliberate
transformation
towards a cash-free economy. The
card consists of a dual-chip
feature that enables both online
and
offline
operations.
The NAV-eCash card will resolve issues faced
by personnel on the spot in dealing with
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physical money while the ship is at high tides.
The main reason behind this card is to
transform the payment environment while
the ship is floating with zero dependencies on
cash for use of any onboard services. Banks'
responsibility towards defense and the
lasting commitment with army personnel has
been emphasized on NAV-eCash Cards launch
by CS Setty, MD (Retail & Digital Banking).
This strategy will be implemented in other
naval ships and defense institutions to
develop a safe and smooth payment
environment.
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With Satin Creditcare Network, UPI AutoPay makes its MFI entrance
Satin Credit Care Network Limited (SCNL) has
introduced UPI Auto Pay to make loan EMI
payments more convenient for its customers
in order to promote financial inclusion and
encourage cashless transactions in the
country. SCNL is the first microfinance
company to allow customers to pay their
loan EMIs through the UPI platform. Satin
Credit care’s banking partner is HSBC India,
which has a long history of engaging with
companies in a variety of important areas to
provide relevant solutions. “It is a delight to

partner with NPCI and HSBC in making UPI 2.0
a reality for microfinance users. The
payments ecosystem is evolving, and
improved customer experience is at the heart
of this transformation. Instant service and no
human intervention are the defining
attributes of future consumer payment
experiences,” said, HP Singh, Chairman and
Managing Director, SCNL. SCNL clients will be
able to verify the compulsory transaction
before validating it via UPI Auto Pay.

BaaS solution introduced by Cashfree to assist FinTechs to build banking services:
Cashfree - The payments company instigated
a Banking-as-a-service resolution today,
providing 'Accounts' to banks and other
platforms like FinTech to combine banking
activities for their products. According to the
company, 'Accounts' will enable these
institutions by providing specialties like the
opening of accounts, linking, securities,
balance checking, and interest gaining to
their users, associates, and business-people.
As per the current guidelines on digital KYC
given by the Reserve Bank of India, Cashfree's
Accounts will provide an immediate origin of
paper-free bank accounts. The product is
presently running pilots by FinTech startups

and will permit various technology
applications to create and modify payment
devices with Cashfree's APIs. According to
Akash Sinha, the CEO and co-founder of
Cashfree, "Our initial product, Accounts, will
permit businesses to open banking accounts
for their clients, allowing them to
conveniently collect payments and make
payouts, as well as bring their customers into
the digital payments fold." The company
presently helps the formulation and
administration of current accounts and
intends to provide aid for savings accounts,
virtual accounts, and various payment tools.

Here's how PayU is using payment data to offer customers additional items
Businesses are making informed judgments
and taking sensible measures now thanks to
data. While historical data has aided
businesses in keeping track of inventory,
analysing risks, and anticipating demand, it
has also aided businesses in offering and
recommending new items to their customers.
In a similar way, Payu has been leveraging
data from its customers' spending patterns to
offer them additional credit solutions such as
Buy Now Pay Later. In an interview with
ETCIO, PayU's Head of Data Science, Sachin
Garg, discusses the approach and idea. "We

have two lines of business, one is credit and
the other is payments. A person makes
money to feed our families, fulfil basic needs
or aspirational needs. And sometimes when
the needs become more than what he earns,
he borrows. Payu has created a journey for
this person both for his spending needs as
well as borrowing needs," Garg said. PayU
offers a ‘Lazy Pay' option, which is a shortterm convenience loan that allows you to buy
now and pay later. For this project, PayU has
worked with a variety of merchants

Nasscom CoE and ICANN team up for a domain name system research competition:
The internet's global governing body to
improve
security,
stability,
and
interoperability in the internet sector, ICANN
has partnered with Nasscom Centre of
Excellence for a research-based challenge for
students on the domain name system.
Students who are shortlisted will receive a
monthly stipend of Rs 75,000 per team to
complete their research in six months.
Sudhanshu Mittal, Nasscom Centre of

Excellence (CoE) Head and Director for
Technical Solutions, informed that the DNS
(domain name system) is the internet's
backbone, and that the initiative will provide
a platform for young change makers to work,
learn, explore, and enhance their skills in
order to be prepared for next-gen challenges.
"At this juncture, when the expansion and
evolution of the Internet and tech-enabled
solutions continue to present us.
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Interswitch and Codebase Technologies are working together to improve digital banking services in Africa:
Interswitch, a prominent technology-driven
company focused on Africa's payment
digitization, has introduced a new strategic
relationship with Codebase Technologies
which is a top worldwide open API banking
solution provider, to expedite the country's
online banking transition. Codebase
Technologies' DigibancTM SaaS platform is
the great accompaniment to Interswitch's
existing payments and digital banking
offering, with a common goal of assisting
Africa's banking firms and consumers make
the switch to digital banking. Around each

other, the relationship will help widen access
to banking services for Africans, driving
access to finance all across the continent.
Banks, FinTechs, and other corporations will
be able to take use of new, cutting-edge
technology as a result of the agreement,
allowing them to continue to meet changing
market and customer demand. Users will be
able to choose from a wide selection of
creative banking and payment services to
satisfy their current and future demands as a
result.

Over the duration of 18 months, Microsoft has doubled its cloud capacity in India:
According to Microsoft President Anant
Maheshwari, the pandemic has resulted in a
huge increase in cloud adoption across
sectors, and the company has doubled its
cloud capacity in India in the last 18 months.
"Because we deliver the public cloud in many
ways, it's impossible to put a value on that
capacity... It has progressed to become the
commercial cloud. Companies are turning to
the cloud to empower their business, and it is
no longer a tech decision, but a board one,"
he stated. While usage has increased across

the board, several industries, such as
healthcare, insurance coverage, and ecommerce, have seen significant increases.
Microsoft announced industry-specific cloud
options earlier this year for financial services,
manufacturing, healthcare, retail, non-profit,
and sustainability. To provide more
specialised solutions, the company is now
testing these with select clients throughout
the world and will soon make them available
for general usage.

Modern generation Power servers for frictionless, scalable hybrid cloud introduced by IBM:
The latest IBM Power E1080 server was
declared by IBM today, it relies on the
modern IBM Power10 processor, introduced
particularly for hybrid cloud settings. The
development of IBM Power10 E1080 is
acquired to assist clients to operate in a safe,
frictionless hybrid cloud practice across the
complete IT foundation. According to Ravi
Jain, Director of Server Sales, IBM India,
"Across India, we see opportunities for IBM
Power10 servers in the BFSI, Telecom,
Manufacturing, Retail, and Healthcare
sectors, and our ecosystem partners will be

an important element of our go-to-market
strategy. We will be reaching out to
Independent Software Vendors who work
with clients in a garage format to implement
their solution through IB as part of our
Power10 server go-to-market strategy".
Besides improving the cloud-alike economics
for local hardware, IBM Power E1080 is the
first-ever on-premises system developed to
assist metering by the minute for Red Hat
OpenAShift and Red Hat Enterprise,
increasing abilities previously prepared on
IBM Power Virtual Server.

Tencent Cloud's technologies and artificial intelligence (AI) are guiding financial organisations toward Smart BFSI:
The global shift in customers' digital financial
behaviors as a result of COVID-19's effects is
expected to continue post-pandemic.
Financial institutions are expected to make
internet transactions and access to financial
goods more convenient than ever before.
Tencent (Thailand) Co., Ltd., a leading
provider of entertainment platforms and
world-class technological solutions, is
prepared to help Thai financial institutions
improve their services with its smart cloud
solutions and artificial intelligence (AI)
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technology, branded ‘Smart BFSI' (Banking,
Financial Services and Insurance). As the
demand for digital financial services grows,
financial institutions must quickly improve
their customer service capabilities to fulfil
these demands. Cloud technology and
artificial intelligence are critical for
empowering customers and delivering the
services they require. They must, however,
be developed to improve business operations
and customer experience .
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New contactless payment option originated by ICICI Bank via iMobile Pay:
iMobile Pay, the latest contactless
mode of payment started by ICICI
Bank via its banking app that helps
customers to pat their respective
phones to pay at Point of Sale
(POS)machines of merchant outlets.
This option provides advanced service
to approx 1.5 crore debit and credit
card owners of ICICI Bank as now they
get the ease of not carrying their cards
for payments. This payment service is
based
on
NFC
(Near
Field

Communications) technology and helps users
in making digital variants of their credit/debit
cards on the iMobile Pay app. To use this
service, users need to upgrade to the latest
version of the iMobile Pay app via Google Play
Store on their NFC inserted mobile phones
consisting of OS-Android 6 and above. Users
are supposed to perform a single-time
activation by iMobile Pay to enable the use of
the ‘Tap to Pay’ feature and then do safe and
easy transactions at retail outlets.

FinTech companies can use Avaya Cloud Office to communicate better, adaptability, and risk management:
Avaya,
a
worldwide
pioneer
in
communications and interaction solutions,
gives the FinTech industry much-needed
flexibility and the capacity to significantly
boost productivity and user happiness.
InspereX is a newer technology fixed-income
and market-linked product sales and trade
enterprise with a purpose to remove the
constraints that many clients and sponsors
encounter in accessing the maximum
capabilities of the fixed-income securities
markets and market-linked assets. InspereX

started reassessing its communications
environment and technological advances
that would assist effective decision-making
with a huge emphasis on driving change. The
company wanted to go to the cloud to gain
more flexibility and range of motion, lessen
the risk of hardware and carrier failure, and
lower the expense of maintaining hardware
and software licences across its three US
locations in San Francisco, Chicago, and Los
Angeles.

Sunwest Bank has launched a digital bank account platform for small businesses:
The Sunwest New Account Portal
(SNAP), a digital banking platform for
businesses, has been launched by
Sunwest
Bank,
a
premier
entrepreneurial
business
bank
servicing the Western United States.
Sunwest Bank becomes one of the few
banks and fintech to offer digital
commercial account opening for
banks with the launch of SNAP.
Business owners can use SNAP to
create several accounts and account
kinds at simultaneously, as well as add
authorized account signers and

purchase checks and check scanners.
Customers, both old and new, may now sign
up in seven simple steps. "As we continue to
grow, having innovative technology in place is
vitally important for us. To be able to produce
its own proprietary best-in-class products
and services is what sets Sunwest bank apart,
and this is just the beginning," said Matt
March, Chief Information Officer, Sunwest
Bank. After celebrating its 50th anniversary of
servicing entrepreneurs and businesses in the
Western United States and announcing its
future growth in Sandy, Utah, Sunwest Bank
has had an exciting year.

Lemonway teamed up with Tink to enable payments powered by Open Banking:
Lemonway has partnered with Tink to deliver
open banking-powered payments to its
consumers across Europe with Pay by Bank.
Lemonway can help merchants to provide a
quickly and securely online payment solution
that enhances the customer experience by
incorporating Tink's payment initiation
services (PIS). Pay by Bank increases the
number of payment alternatives available to
Lemonway customers while also providing a
smoother experience than traditional
payment methods. It has high payment limits
and a trusted payment technique that

substantially reduces steps to complete
because the transaction can be launched
immediately from the bank without the need
to individually enter payment details. Pay by
Bank aspires to transform transactions in the
financial services industry as a whole.
Investment businesses will be able to connect
directly to their investors' bank accounts,
allowing for faster enrollment and
eliminating
waits
when
attaching
beneficiaries to an investment portfolio to
pay and accept money.
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Kuwait Finance House has chosen Codebase Technologies to help the bank grow its digital footprint:
Kuwait Finance House Bahrain (KFHB), a
frontrunner in the global Shari'a banking
space, has chosen Codebase Technologies
(CBT), a global API banking solutions provider,
to expand the bank's digital market
leadership with a streamlined regulatory
reporting platform to enhance transparency
and
automate
backend
compliance
operations. Internal processes and norms
inside these institutions have struggled to
keep up with the evolution of banking and
financial technologies in tandem with central
bank restrictions. KFH sought the financial
solutions provider's experience in building an

automated,
adaptable
platform
for
regulatory reporting, using the technological
breakthroughs
obtained
through
its
cooperation
with
CBT.
DigibancTM
RegReporting, a fully automated, end-to-end
regulatory reporting platform that seamlessly
interfaces with different data sources and
optimises backend processing, powers KFH's
new regulatory reporting capabilities. KFH
will be able to adapt flexibly and quickly to an
ever-changing regulatory environment while
maintaining compliance and consistent,
precise reporting as a result of the
implementation..

Wise, a UK-based fintech company, has launched a service that allows Indians to move money overseas:
Wise, a financial technology company, has
announced that Indian users will soon be able
to transfer money to 44 nations around the
world. This includes Singapore, the United
Kingdom, the United States, the United Arab
Emirates, and euro zone countries. According
to Reserve Bank of India data, India's outward
remittances totalled $18.75 billion in fiscal
year 2019-2020, with more than 60% of it
designated as travel and paying for studies
abroad. The central bank has liberalised
remittances, allowing people to send up to
$250,000 overseas per financial year — which
runs from April to March the following year

— to support personal costs or schooling. In
most cases, the inward remittance market is
larger than the outward remittance market
since many Indians working overseas send
money back to their family in India. Personal
remittances received in India in 2019
exceeded $83 billion, according to World
Bank figures. “India specifically, it is very
exciting. Over the last, like almost a decade
now, the build-up of local payments
infrastructure and UPI has been very
interesting to observe,” said, Kristo
Kaarmann, CEO and Co-founder, Wise

Business checking accounts are now available from American Express:
With the debut of a business checking
account, American Express is expanding its
banking offerings, leveraging the automated
lending technology of Kabbage, the fintech it
acquired last year. The Kabbage Checking
account, which has no fees and pays an
annual percentage yield of 1.1 percent on
accounts up to $100,000, is designed to help
small businesses develop. Small-business
owners can use free in-network ATMs,
mobile check deposit, a debit card, and bill

pay with the checking account, which is
offered in cooperation with Green Dot. Users
can also deposit cash at 90,000 participating
merchants across the country. The account is
only one of many products offered by
American Express as part of its mission to
become a "digital one-stop shop" for smallbusiness banking, a market that has long
been controlled by traditional banks and is
now seeing a growing number of fintechs.

Stripe Allows E-Commerce Merchants to Accept GrabPay Payments
Bharti Airtel and the Tata Group recently
established strategic cooperation to build
India's 5G network. The Tata Group has built
a ‘state-of-the-art' O-RAN-based Radio and
NSA/SA Core, as well as a completely
indigenous telecom stack, using the Group's
and its partners' capabilities. Starting in
January 2022, this will be open for
commercial advancement. Airtel will examine
and expand this original technology in India
as a portion of its 5G rollout objectives, with
the action estimated to commence in January
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2022, as per the government standards.
These ‘Made in India' 5G products and
solutions are compliant with international
norms and can interact with other assets
using free interfaces defined by the O-RAN
Alliance. Once economically established in
Airtel's expanded and brownfield channels,
5G technologies will unlock the trading
strength for India, which is at present the
world's second-largest telecom market. “As a
Group, we are thrilled about the possibility
offered by 5G and alongside opportunities
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NAV-eCash Card launched by SBI
Considering Digital India, as its topmost priority, NAVeCash Card was launched by the Indian Navy and SBI.
The launch was watched by CS Setty, MD (Retail &
Digital Banking), SBI, and Vice Admiral R Harikumar, Flag
Officer Commanding-in-chief. The inauguration of SBIs
NAV-eCash is a crucial step for the digital payment
platform and SBI's responsibility with regards to the
Government of India and a deliberate transformation
towards a cash-free economy. The card consists of a
dual-chip feature that enables both online and offline
operations. The NAV-eCash card will resolve issues
faced by personnel on the spot in dealing with physical

money while the ship is at high tides. The main reason
behind this card is to transform the payment
environment while the ship is floating with zero
dependencies on cash for use of any onboard services.
Banks' responsibility towards defense and the lasting
commitment with army personnel has been
emphasized on NAV-eCash Cards launch by CS Setty,
MD (Retail & Digital Banking). This strategy will be
implemented in other naval ships and defense
institutions to develop a safe and smooth payment
environment.

Modern customs are required to cover uncertainties from cloud computing': Bank of England:
As per the Bank of England, there is a requirement for
new policies and rules to escape from operational
uncertainties occurring from outsourcing 'cloud'
computing from Amazon, Google, and other customerservice-based companies. In a statement, the BOE's
Financial strategy mentioned that the regulated
industries will not hinder their main aim of managing
uncertainties generated from outsourcing and thirdparty operations. Whereas, extra policy strategies based
on legislative inauguration are required to control the
financial balance risks generating from accumulation in

the provision of few third-party operations. Strategies
should consist of facilities to assign some third party as
important, i.e. they would be needed to meet
'resilience' level and should be continuously checked. A
note of awareness has already been generated by The
Bank of England regarding the cloud and is currently
observing banks for their 'exit plans'. This step has made
banks work smartly in the cloud business area, and the
banks who are already shifted into the cloud are
modifying the resilience needs.

Crédito Agrcola and Meniga have teamed up to create a carbon footprint tracker:
Meniga, the global leader in personal finance banking
solutions, has teamed up with Crédito Agrcola
Organization, a Portuguese national financial group, to
provide its market-leading green banking solution,
'Carbon Insight,' to the Portuguese market. Meniga's
'Carbon Insight,' the first bank-based carbon
footprinting solution in Portugal, has been integrated
into Crédito Agrcola's revolutionary mobile banking
app,'moey!' allowing consumers to analyse and
measure their carbon footprint in real time,” Georg
Ludviksson, CEO & Co-Founder of Meniga, comments:
As global fear about climate change grows, the need for

the banking industry to take matters into its own hands
and assist fight climate change is no longer a choice, but
an urgent requirement," says Meniga's CEO and CoFounder. Crédito Agrcola Group has a unique
opportunity to standardise individual carbon
accounting, pave the way for a major shift in consumer
climate action, and become one of the frontrunners in
this rapidly evolving green banking movement by
implementing our 'Carbon Insight' solution and
integrating carbon foot printing as part of the everyday
banking experience."

For portfolio management of its securitization book, Federal Bank has partnered with CredAvenue:
Kuwait Finance House Bahrain (KFHB), a
frontrunner in the global Shari'a banking space, has
chosen Codebase Technologies (CBT), a global API
banking solutions provider, to expand the bank's
digital market leadership with a streamlined
regulatory reporting platform to enhance
transparency and automate backend compliance
operations. Internal processes and norms inside
these institutions have struggled to keep up with
the evolution of banking and financial technologies
in tandem with central bank restrictions. KFH
sought the financial solutions provider's experience
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in building an automated, adaptable platform for
regulatory reporting, using the technological
breakthroughs obtained through its cooperation with
CBT. DigibancTM RegReporting, a fully automated, endto-end regulatory reporting platform that seamlessly
interfaces with different data sources and optimises
backend processing, powers KFH's new regulatory
reporting capabilities. KFH will be able to adapt flexibly
and quickly to an ever-changing regulatory
environment while maintaining compliance and
consistent, precise reporting as a result of the
implementation.
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Overview
BFSI companies across the world are looking to enable decision making backed by data driven actionable insights.
Business knowledge is a key dimension in AI/data initiatives. However, data science initiatives at most enterprises are
executed in a solid manner, and data scientists often lack business knowledge that enables them to understand or
make decisions based on data. Moreover, the lack of data science skills prevents businesses from leveraging the value
of machine learning in their operations. The acute shortage of data science skills in the market also limits the
organizations from realizing the value of data that they already possess.

Banking and financial services are supposed to be uniform and accessible. However, the harsh reality is that honest
financial services and banking are largely limited to the wealthy and literate. This can be asserted as a violation of
banking ethics. Shivananda, in this context, says that there have been numerous multi-faceted innovations with
payment systems but the underlying infrastructure remains the same. The cryptocurrency and decentralised protocol
allow us to reimagine the underlying substrate and provide everyone with easy access to these payment systems.
HDFC Life is utilising AI to create products like Face Sense, which analyses the photos of clients visiting its branches for
pay-outs with the KYC information they provided when the insurance was issued. This aids the insurer in determining
if they are the same customer, lowering the risk. Text mining algorithms are also used by the company to examine
client e-mails and identify those who are unlikely to renew their policies. When a motor policy is scheduled for renewal
after its expiration date, a surveyor arrives at ICICI Lombard and inspects the vehicle for any damage. This procedure
is now AI-enabled. The owner of the vehicle can take a few photos and upload them to the AI algorithm to check for
damage. If the car has dents, spots, or any other type of damage, the AI engine determines if the policy is eligible for
renewal based on the images. Currently, AI is used to process over 60% of motor policy renewals that are past their
due date and require an inspection. Expect IT to push the bar of excellence in every business process in the future as
AI systems learn and unlearn. PayPal emphasises that block chain and cryptocurrencies can be effective in
democratising financial services and, as a result, speeding financial inclusion. A project like this might be described as
a paradigm shift in technology and financial services.
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Democratization of Financial Services' Primary Goals
Why do you need a payment gateway if it's only a middleman, you might ask?
Before we answer this question, it's important to note that online payments are
handled as card-not-present transactions. The customer's card cannot be
physically swiped on a POS terminal, as it would be if the payment were handled
in a real store. As a result, you may only rely on the card details provided by the
customer on the payment page. But how can you be certain that the card being
used by the customer is theirs? The fraud risk is much larger with card-not-present
transactions, and this is where a payment gateway comes in handy.

Enhancing Security
PayPal also places a great deal of emphasis on the safety of digital assets and
currencies. High security will be applied to the new infrastructure. With the
advent of innovation, Bhat says, there has been an increase in incidences of
cybersecurity and phishing. In 2020, there were around 1.6 million cases of cyber
breaches. More digital currency investments will result from improved security,
increasing the number of digital currency investors.

Enhancing Inclusivity
As mentioned earlier, financial services should be ubiquitous through and through. Introducing a system that is
democracy-friendly can expand inclusivity, which is a crucial slice of any nation that practices democracy.

Independent Banking Opportunities
Digital currencies should be democratized in ways that even those with a rudimentary understanding of technology
can understand. Following that, PayPal gently promotes the benefits of independent banking that democratization
can bring.
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Why is artificial intelligence (AI) a game changer in the banking industry?
The banking business has always been at the forefront of embracing new technologies, and it has a long history of
technological leadership. This is also true in the case of artificial intelligence (AI), which has been used by several banks
for a range of key operations. This is even more important now, as the use of online and mobile banking channels has
increased dramatically, and clients have reduced their branch visits as a result of the pandemic. Customers want the
same experience from banks as they do from digital upstarts, which has forced banks to improve the standard for
providing digital experiences. Banks can achieve their goals using AI because it can be used to automate processes
(leading to increased efficiencies), engage with customers and personalise experiences (leading to higher customer
satisfaction), and control risk. Let's take a look at a few key areas at a bank where AI can make a significant effect.

Speeding up the process of customer on boarding

AI has the potential to transform the way banks onboard clients. When a customer wants to create a new bank account
or apply for a loan, for example, he or she must give the bank with a number of paperwork and identification proofs.
The bank must next physically scan each document to verify its authenticity. This is especially true when a consumer
applies for a loan and the bank examines bank statements, identification proofs, and other financial information to
establish the customer's credit worthiness. Because these are manual tasks, they are prone to errors and take time.
AI has the potential to play a significant role in reconciliation as well.

Raising the bar for customer experience
The banking business has the greatest potential for AI to improve
customer experience. The simplest application of AI's power may be
observed in how banks have employed chatbots to answer consumer
questions, in addition to customer acquisition and engagement. According
to a Juniper Research research published in 2019, the cost savings from
employing chatbots in banking will total $7.3 billion globally by 2023.
While practically every bank already uses chatbots, AI's greater potential
lies in personalising customer interactions. Given the vast amount of data
at their disposal (demographic data, transaction data, credit card
spending, e-commerce transactions), banks are in a unique position.
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Preventing fraud
Despite massive technical advancements, fraud is still a prevalent occurrence that has only risen in size. The ability of
artificial intelligence (AI) to learn and analyse each banking transaction can be utilised to avoid fraud. For example, if
your credit card has never been used abroad and a
transaction occurs on your card, the AI system can
detect this and automatically call you to confirm
the transaction. If an account is logged in at an
hour that has never been documented in an
individual's transaction history, the AI system can
alert the bank to the activity. Banks are also using
AI and machine learning for monitoring purposes.
AI/ML engines, for example, are used to analyse
data and then break it down to detect harmful
activities or the presence of compromising
malware. Aside from security prioritising, AI also
aids in the detection of phishing websites,
malicious attempts, and other vulnerabilities.

The STAGE Approach for AI-Powered Banking
STAGE stands for strategy, technology, architecture, governance and enablement. It is a framework for business and
technology strategy our company developed. There are five key components:
 Finance fabric
 Security by design
 Cloud-native microservices
 Continuous banking intelligence
 Self-service analytics

Finance Fabric
For the sake of simplicity, “fabric” might be thought of as a
kind of time and space that creates the fabric of our lives and
in which all objects interact. The finance fabric is the place
where banking data and applications dwell and interact.
With cloud engineering, the analogy addresses the force and
context where business and technology converge, where
data and applications emerge, connect, change, and are
subsequently aggregated, transformed, and archived.
It starts with really democratising data management and
governance, moving away from centralised (mainly on-prem) data lakes and toward distributed data lakes (mostly in
the cloud). In addition to on-premises runtime platforms including Windows, Linux, Unix, AS400, and mainframe
servers, this data should cohabit with private clouds.

Security by Design
To address systemic hazards, strategic change is required. The integrity and safety of data
may be preserved and solutions can be trusted by first securing the data. Tactical solutions
aren't always the best. Building federated data solutions on hybrid cloud platforms that run
dispersed cloud-native applications requires security by design. The integrity of the banking
experience would be jeopardised if all data and processes were not secure.
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Cloud-Native Micro services
Microservice architecture designed for financial fabric will contain
native hooks to interface with the runtime and enable cloud-native
services. It works by combining a variety of design patterns;
nevertheless, it is intended to use artificial intelligence enabled by
machine learning and robotic process automation to leverage on data
federated and accessible through the finance fabric.

Continuous Banking Intelligence
Continuous banking intelligence is a feature designed to use the finance fabric to give real-time insight as new data
becomes available throughout a banking application's whole environment. If most of a bank's data is still stored in
silos or, at best, data lakes, this shouldn't be a problem. This can be used by banks where the finance fabric is in full
swing across hybrid Clouds, with data federated into domains but accessible via data streaming pipelines and
protected by data planes. Of course, all of this is based on the assumption that cloud-native microservice architecture
and machine learning will become the standard.

To put it another way, cloud technology has altered the banking paradigm in terms of product offerings, process flow,
and customer journey to the point where real-time intelligence is just a click away.

Self-Service Analytics
This is a simplified version of the continuous intelligence
provision aimed at citizen coders who can use AI, machine
learning, and RPA to improve their day-to-day company
processes. This is a tool for intelligence-based analytics,
similar to self-service reporting systems. It is, however,
more than a tool; it is a toolbox, designed to work with
the other aspects mentioned thus far. We examined the
current risks and challenges banks are facing and how
cloud technology can help via the STAGE approach. Keep
in mind that this strategy can be used in alignment with
the current business and technology landscape
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Democratization of AI in India
With the rise of AI, there is a need to
democratise the technology in order to
expand its user base and raise public
awareness. "AI democratisation" is
defined as "the dissemination of
artificial intelligence to a broader user
base, including individuals with no
prior expertise of AI”. It will transform
the way we live and work. Just like any
other type of development or change.
AI, on the other hand, will bring with it
a variety of new obstacles. As a result,
it necessitates careful planning. To
address the difficulties, Indian officials
should work on infrastructural
development
in
addition
to
introducing
and
implementing
improved policies. India is one of the
world's fastest-growing economies, and it will play a key role in the global growth, development, and democratisation
of AI. Al is gaining traction in previously untapped markets, including as agriculture, where it can supply farmers with
real-time data that can help them increase productivity and education, where it can be used to differentiate
learning[4]. By fulfilling society's immediate needs for healthcare, education, and banking, al democratisation also
demonstrates commitment to addressing developmental and infrastructure issues.

Steps taken by the government towards democratization of AI
Over the years, India's government has taken significant measures in democratising AI in the country. The Make in
India and Digital India projects, which were launched in 2014, paint a good picture of the government's attitude toward
the development of many technologies, including AI.
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Impact of democratization of AI
Talent availability, ethical problems, and technological factors are the top three AI implementation risks. AI has the
potential to transform the banking business, but in order to take advantage of AI opportunities, the risks, banking
landscape, skillset, and demands must all be examined. Prior to implementation, start small by finding fast win use
cases and harmonising strategic priorities. Artificial intelligence has the ability to transform banking as we know it.
Take the first step toward AI implementation right now. Although AI democratisation appears to be beneficial to
society, there are several drawbacks that must be addressed. For starters, if AI is democratised, it can be used by
hackers, posing a serious threat to the country's internal security.

Al's revolutionary potential stems from its ability to be applied to a variety of applications in a variety of industries. Albased applications are used in manufacturing to change quality control, production lines, and supply chain
management, as well as in services to provide individualised product offers and high-quality customer contact.
Furthermore, if a rookie designs an AI programme, there is a substantial likelihood that the programme will be
prejudiced or dangerous to the stakeholder. AI should be treated with extreme caution in order to minimise hazards
and maximise benefits.

Advantages of democratization of AI
With the help of AI, a new component i.e., technological advancement is added to the conventional factors of
production namely labour, capital, and innovation. In terms of economic development, AI has the ability to boost
growth by enabling:
 Its Dynamic approach, which means that AI has an ability to change itself according to the existing
situation/circumstances which helps in getting better results.
 It will help in Innovation diffusion which means launching developments as they diffuse. All sectors in the value
chain are connected with each other which implies that developing Al advancements in one area will have a
positive impact on the other. AI will help in the production of new goods and services which will help in economic
development.
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Way forward
In light of the advantages and disadvantages, it may be concluded that, if handled with attention and care,
democratisation can be very beneficial. The data obtained during the recent COVID pandemic, such as the number of
patients, recoveries, and beds, was made available to the general public, allowing the government and independent
organisations to come forward and assist the needy. Individuals and industries will be able to experiment with AI and
come up with ideas/tools that will benefit society as a result of the democratisation of AI.

Also, if the technology is widely available, the overall cost of implementing it decreases as people begin to understand
the new technique and conduct their own tests. Furthermore, because AI will be available to the general population,
its overall adoption will be rapid. AI democratisation will take some time to implement since, at first, only those who
are experts in AI should deal with it to prevent making mistakes, and then it should progressively be made available
to the general population.

Conclusion
The use of artificial intelligence in banking adds value to operations and services. Predictive banking, AI
democratisation, cognitive analytics, and explainable AI are all current developments. Banks should use accessible
data to break down silos for real-time analysis via predictive banking. Banks can benefit from more interoperable and
collaborative platforms as a result of the shift to open source. Transparency should be embedded in AI models not
only for less biassed models and more interpretable outputs, but also to comply with regulatory requirements.
Furthermore, cognitive analytics pave the path for smart banking, which incorporates facial recognition software.
The impact of artificial intelligence (AI) can be seen all across the banking business. Focusing on NLP categorization,
fraud detection, and customer churn research, we can see how AI can benefit operations in the back, middle, and front
offices. By routing emails to subject matter experts and generating automated responses to frequently asked
questions, NLP categorization can improve customer support.
Fraud detection AI effectively highlights extremely rare incidents for middle office efficiency. Customer retention can
be improved by implementing actionable AI insights gleaned through churn analysis. Talent availability, ethical
problems, and technological factors are the top three AI implementation risks. AI has the potential to transform the
banking business, but in order to take advantage of AI opportunities, the risks, banking landscape, skillset, and
demands must all be examined. Prior to implementation, start small by finding fast win use cases and harmonising
strategic priorities. Artificial intelligence has the ability to transform banking as we know it. Take the first step toward
AI implementation right now.
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CTO’s View
Mr. Amartya Singh
Senior Director
Cashfree
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:
I have 10+ years of cross-functional domain work-experience in Strategy,
Partnerships, BD/Sales, P & L Growth & People Management. My work stints are
spread across diverse sectors like PaymentTech, InternetTech, FinTech,
Education, Consulting. At Digio, as Head of Business, my work involved Market
assessment, BD/Sales, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect
Sales, Key Account Management, Pitching, Commercials, Delivery, Upselling.
I have worked with a Marquee clientele incl. Banks(Private/Public), NBFCs (Loans, Stock-broking, Insurance, Techdriven firms (Fintech, EdTech, RegTech, etc), Corporates and Govt. entities, and worked with regulatory bodies like
NPCI, CCA, India Stack for setting up frameworks like eNACH, eSign. Prior to Digio, I have worked as the Business Head
with P&L responsibilities at T.I.M.E. Pvt Ltd for a 10+ Cr Revenue Testprep product. I have also had Management
Consulting experience in Strategy & Operations at KPMG where I have worked in engagements involving business
strategy planning, project management, go-to-market strategy and process optimization.

Experience
Cashfree
1 year 7 months
Senior Director - Banking Partnerships, New Product Initiatives & BaaS
April 2021 - Present (3 months)
Bengaluru, Karnataka, India



Banking Partnerships
New Product Initiatives




BaaS (Neobanking)
Cross-border Payments

Digio.in
Head of Business
May 2017 - October 2019 (2 years 6 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Areas of Work: Market Assessment, Product roadmap, Regulatory compliance, Direct/Indirect Sales, Key Account
Management
- Product Portfolio: Aadhaar/DSC eSign, NPCI-Compliant NACH for debits & subscriptions, Document Management
- Led strategic alliance & executed Digitization Go-Live for Banks, Stockbrokers, Fintechs, Insurance firms and Unicorns
in the digital education, insurance marketplace and B2B marketplace
- Liaised with regulatory bodies like NPCI, CCA for development of frameworks like NACH, eSign, India
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T.I.M.E. (Triumphant Institute of Managment Education)
DGM (Head, GATE Exam Test-Prep Product)
June 2013 - March 2017 (3 years 10 months)
Hyderabad Area, India
- Headed All-India Biz (Self-owned/Franchisee) of GATE Biz Product - T.I.M.E.’s Key Growth-Driver
- Led the Pan-India Launch of T.I.M.E.’s 1st E-Learning Product (SD Card/Pen Drive) for GATE
- Promoted as Youngest DGM for increasing Topline of GATE Biz in Bengaluru by more than 100%
- Boosted YoY Sales of All-India GATE Product Biz by 10% and Top 3 Centres by 24% from 2015 to 2016

KPMG Advisory
Associate Consultant
May 2011 - May 2013 (2 years 1 month)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Program Manager for Business Transformation of India’s Largest Multi Category E-commerce firm
- Program Manager for deployment of Project Management tool for Global UPS Mfg. firm (€22 bn+ Sales)
- Co-authored an article on the Rural Retail Industry in India Retail Report 2013 by IMAGES Group
- Developed Market Entry strategy for Petrochem Major ($11 bn+ sales) & Leading Auto firm (INR 14 bn+ Sales)

KPMG Advisory
Management Trainee
April 2010 - June 2010 (3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
- Devised Strategic Sourcing Model for PE/VCs to optimize portfolio firm costs through primaries & research
- Recommended for PPO

Samsung Electronics India Limited
Senior Software Engineer
July 2007 - June 2009 (2 years)
- Awarded Samsung Annual Excellence Award for Special Achievement by Director, Samsung India
- Led a team of 5 to design and implemented an effective development framework for Samsung R&D HQ

Education



Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore
PGP, Strategy & Marketing · (2009 - 2011)
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National Institute of Technology Rourkela
B.Tech, Computer Science · (2003 - 2007)
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Mr. Andy Sen
Chief Technology Officer
mPokket
Bangalore Urban
Introduction:

If we haven't met before, adding a relevant note to your
connection request will significantly improve the chances of it
being accepted.
We are building the next generation platform for quick loans
– from app download to money in your bank account in 15
minutes or less.

Experience
mPokket
Chief Technology Officer
April 2019 - Present (2 years 3 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
Scale, scale, scale my platform, Gently down the stream.
Merrily, merrily, merrily merrily - Life is anything and (at times) a dream.
Tesco Bengaluru
Head of Software Development
March 2016 - April 2019 (3 years 2 months)
Bengaluru Area, India
▪ Lead distributed engineering teams- serving up Product Data and Marketing Content (API & micro sites)
▪ Product APIs used across Tesco’s website, tills and IoT/Handheld devices
▪ Clear focus on scalability, availability and engineering efficiency

Capitalmind
Consulting CTO
March 2014 - January 2016 (1 year 11 months)
For CapitalMind:
▪ Capital Mind: Architecting, coding and hosting of a scalable platform for visualization of market data from NSE India
▪ EduSynapse: Architected and coded multiple use cases on the Raspberry Pi- Pulse oximeter, educational content
distribution, classroom teaching & quizzing aid
▪ Overseeing the tech build & launch of an early stage home decor startup
▪ Consultant for a DRDO technology firm
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Edureka
CTO
October 2014 - June 2015 (9 months)
▪ Owned the entire technology platform, including architecture, delivery, team and partner management
▪ Scaled the tech platform; integrated sales, operations and instructor performance data; launched mobile apps

Indus Valley Partners
10 years 1 month
Associate Director
January 2009 - June 2014 (5 years 6 months)
London, United Kingdom
▪ Established the IVP UK office; oversaw hiring, sales; structured and executed consulting engagements and managed
client relationships (CQS, Cheyne Capital, GLG/MAN, Haymarket Financial, Brummer, TCI Fund, RWC Partners)
▪ Created and executed the IVP London Hedge Fund Forum – an annual event bringing together CXOs from leading
funds to share insights and discuss challenges facing the industry
▪ Helped hedge funds & fund of funds formulate their IT strategy and evaluate technology platforms.
▪ Restructured the IT department of a multi-strategy fund- created and executed 1, 2 & 3 year strategic roadmaps to
achieve systems’ and budgetary goals.
▪ Built an Investor Relations application which significantly streamlined a fund's IR reporting process
▪ Stabilized IVP’s Dataware house product & instituted certification to shorten release cycles, reduce implementation
costs and improve client feedback.
▪ Handled consulting and implementation of multiple products at Maverick

Capital, MSD Capital
Software Architect
Exposed to a demanding, global technology consulting environment, I have worked with teams to successfully design,
develop and deliver complex applications.
Responsibilities have included project planning, team supervision, technical design / programming, quality control and
managing client relationships. These projects span a range of technologies and are focused on the Capital Markets
industry.

Education
Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur
B.Tech, Computer Sc & Engg · (1997 - 2001)
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Mr. Harsh Mittal
Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue, Mumbai
Introduction: As an expert in building large scale software products and services I enjoy

building, leading and mentoring product and engineering teams to succeed in challenging
projects with big customer impact. CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform
with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000 crores and counting with
innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for
CredAvenue.

Experience
CredAvenue Chief Technology Officer
CredAvenue is India’s largest Institutional debt platform with a lender base of 250 lenders & debt volumes of 65,000
crores and counting with innovative product structures across multiple sectors and investors. I am leading Product,
Design, Software Engineering, Data engineering, Data science and Infosec teams for CredAvenue.MOBI: Digital eKYC
(Merchant On boarding) App

Facebook
Engineering leader
Leading multiple engineering teams in integrity space. Solving problems of online Identity fraud and misrepresentation
enabling accountability and reducing harm.

Circles.Life
Head of Engineering
I am responsible for all Engineering functions including Backend development, Mobile, Web, Data, Devops, SRE, QA
and TPM. I have been instrumental in building Engineering team, Defining Tech vision, strategy and architecture. I
have grown Engineering team from less than 15 to 150+ across SG, Bangalore, India, Taiwan, Australia and Indonesia
during last 1.5 years. We use a cloud-based business model to automated telco systems and replace legacy. To
customer, we deliver a highly customisable mobile service (voice, data, roaming, others) that users can manage
through their smartphones.

Jio
Head of Engineering
Headed Engineering for Financial innovation center @Bangalore. Managed multiple full stack teams (50+ engineers)
responsible for Jio Coupons platform, Jio Tap & Pay and Jio Payments

Flipkart
Senior Engineering Manager
At Flipkart I managed Payments and Big data platform teams
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Microsoft
Product management
Part of the team which built multi-tenant cloud based web application hosting platform "Azure Web Apps" from
ground. This is the largest cloud service vat Microsoft spanning across tens of thousands of servers across the globe.
Azure app services are built as PaaS on top of core Azure platform. I have played many different roles including feature
PM, Architect and release manager depending upon business needs. DPM is part of the System Center family of
management products from Microsoft. It delivers unified data protection for Windows servers such as SQL Server,
Exchange, SharePoint, Virtualisation and file servers as well as Windows desktops and laptops.

Solidcore (later acquired by Intel)
Senior Software Engineer
Worked on product called Server Solidifier which was designed to protect fixed function devices (like ATM machines)
against unknown/un-patched vulnerabilities. Complex product architecture required deep understanding on OS
concepts and File system drivers.

Motorola
Software Engineer
Proposed architecture framework for mobility management, won first place in International symposium. Technical
Entrepreneur, developed and demonstrated multiple product ideas including XML based mobile UI framework, VPN
client for mobiles, Mobile IP, Text to speech etc. Worked closely with Motorola Labs to prototype/productize their
technologies including voice commands, multi-modal UI. Worked as software developer for browser, MMS viewer for
mobile phones

Publications


Backup as a service Mobility with Jini Patents.



Item Level Recovery



Optimizing backup and recovery utilizing change tracking

Education


Indian Institute of Technology (Banaras Hindu University), Varanasi



B-Tech, Computer Science · (1998 - 2002)



National University of Singapore



Internship, Computer Engineering · (2001 - 2001)
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Mr. Rajeev Barnwal
Chief Technology Officer and Head of Products
Rapipay Fintech, Mumbai
Introduction:
Working as Chief Technology Officer and Head of Products in FinTech &
Mobility ecosystem. Doing digital transformation with ownership for project
management, Product development, revenue management, People
management, engagement management, accountability for budgets. Working
in Payment Ecosystem and building Digital Transformation & Solutions Fintech
products. Have worked at Wipro, mSwipe, Jet Airways, Genpact Digital &
MasterCard India. Fully accountable for oversight on projects with individual
budgets of up to USD 50 + Million. In past have worked on some of the world’s largest banking projects including MasterPass (a
flagship product of MasterCard, a single click checkout), Priceless.com (a flagship product of MasterCard “http://goo.gl/yMfQFE”),
Alipay (an Alibaba flagship product), Bank of Colombia (Payment App), Automation Anywhere (Robotics) etc. 19+ years of
progressive leadership Payments, FinTech, POS, CICO, Insurance, Digital Lending experience. Delivering complex and strategic
technology multiple projects for Fortune companies. Industry experience includes Banking, working on Payment applications, BFSI
projects, Mobile wallets, financial, Mobile network Operator (telecommunications) (wireline and wireless), Near Field
Communication (NFC), IoT & Digital Solutions, Process reengineering, Aviation and Robotics Process Automation. Getting products
certified with PCI DSS compliances, certifications including handling of private and confidential data, etc. Working with RapiPay a
growing FinTech as Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and Head of Products. Managing and accountable for entire information
technology business unit. And enjoying the opportunity to create some world class products from scratch.

Experience
EXPERTISE
 Project Management
 Technical Manager ability to have review the quality of codes etc.
 Cost Estimations & Budgeting
 Designing the new Software Architectures
 Preparing Road Maps for next release
 Contractual Vendor Management
 Working on Mobile Native Platforms viz. iOS, Android & Blackberry mainly
 Planning and Scheduling
 • Working on Educational Mobile Apps which links to their ERP system
Rapipay Fintech Private Limited
Technology
• Sound working
onProducts
Peoplesoft Campus Solution ERP system
Chief
Officerknowledge
and Head of
Working
with RapiPay
a growing
FinTech
as Chief–Technology
Officer
(CTO) and Head of Products. Managing and accountable for
 Civil
– Electrical
– POP
– Modular
Wallpaper
& Paintings.
entire information technology business unit. And enjoying the opportunity to create some world class products from scratch.
Managing and handling a daily volume of around INR 100 crores through different products. And accordingly managing the entire
applications and infrastructure. Trying to match the pace with the growing innovation happening in the FinTech industry. And
developing core Payment products with a great stability and infrastructure. Some of my distinguished work are on:
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MOBI: Digital eKYC (Merchant On boarding) App
POS: Building own Point of Sale Solution and entire eco system from scratch
CICO: Which includes AEPS, MATM, Domestic Money transfer (DMT)
Adhering to various compliance: PCI DSS, RBI Compliances, Various Schemes Compliances etc.
Base 24 Switch: Building my own Transaction Manager Switch to connect to MasterCard/ Visa/ RuPay/ AmEx
directly - HSM: integrating my own Hardware Security module on Switch, to encrypt and decrypt the various
card data
Digital Lending

Wipro Limited,
Global Digital Transformation Lead (AI/ ML) – Delivery/ Program
I am leading Wipro Digital Global Transformation and Automation delivery with set of Accounts. Am working and building many
Industry’s first product leveraging Digital Tools, Technology and Transformations. I am heading and providing my deep technical
leadership experience into many Wipro’s clients into Digital Transformation using technology such as AI, ML, NLP, NLG, BI,
Analytics, Voice Assistant etc. in many fields and domains like payments, Healthcare, Travel, BFSI, Insurance etc.
Technical Leadership and Management:





Define and deliver all strategic projects for the insights and analytics services.
Lead activities to align and optimise the relationship between client and other client's domains, particularly IT
and CDO - Ensure appropriate company-wide governance over those projects.
Manage and drive major transformation programs and projects



Identify and evaluate new partners (Start-ups) to partner with and integrate their product to my solutions.

Mswipe Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
Senior Consultant
I was associated with Mswipe as a Leader Technology and had the opportunity to lead and nurture a team of 100+ skilled resources
at all level. Had responsibility to implement and execute the strategy for Point of Sale (PoS) streamlining by making Merchant onboarding smooth and enabling it as seamlessly and efficiently as possible, allowing our merchants to board, order, manage
terminals and activate transition from the Small Business to Enterprise Merchants and Partners. I also participated in Scheme
(AmEx/ NPCI/ MasterCard/ Visa) certification of Mswipe own switch. I Defined and Drive a streamlined boarding platform that
allowed our Partners and Merchants to:












Self-Onboard with full Self Service for all Card Present Needs
Order Approved Device Terminals
Configure Terminals and Activate from our Portal
Manage Terminals with dynamic processor configurations
Deliver solutions for Device and Submitter Partner Integrations.
Collaborated with different POS system providers, other IT, and functional
departments on assigned projects.
Perform systems analysis, write functional and detailed design specifications, and oversee work performed by
software development vendors, acceptance testing, and implementation
Define and Drive our Card Present On Boarding roadmap.
Work with our internal Product Development Teams as well as 3rd Party partners to determine the projects
and roadmap that best align to each deliver channel.
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CTO’s View
Jet Airways
Group Head Information Technology
Was a part of and headed Jet Airways Digital Innovation & Technology unit and reported to group CEO. Was leading a team of
300+ employees. As part of this assignment led multiple Digital Opportunities at Jet Airways which transformed Jet Airways from
an Old Tech School in to a Digital savvy Organisation. Few of my initiatives were:






Voice Based Solution
Artificial Intelligence Based Booking and Payment Engine
Global Distribution System Consolidation
Digital Buy ON Board solution along with Seat Map, Offline order Processing.

Career Highlights:
➢ I bring with me over 13+ years of experience in software development experience including 7+ years of
Mobility Banking experience & Digital Solutions.
➢ Working as a Director/Delivery Manager – Mobility, working exclusively on Mobile Wallets & growing
business to customer area for MasterCard.
➢ Service Delivery Operations Lead – Accountable for managing and delivering procurement operations
services including: requisition/order management, contract management, supplier performance
management, with oversight and responsibility for ~ 40+ FTEs. Consistently exceeded contract service level
agreements (SLA) over 3-year period.
➢ Been involved in all stages of software development cycle, I am comfortable working with AGILE, SDLC
SCRUM.
➢ Worked on Cross Platform such as Phonegap, Kony, Sencha Touch (HTML, CSS & JQuery) & Native
Platform as “Objective C for iOS” and integration of various ERP's, Database to the Mobile Application.
➢ Accountable for the development and the implementation of integrated federated Mobile solutions
working across all of MasterCard business units.
➢ Work closely with business stakeholders to obtain consensus on both design and digital vision and
implementation track
➢ Lead consolidation of platforms and re-use of systems in order to bring efficiencies within MasterCard
and bring products quickly to market
➢ Maintains relationships with business partners and stakeholders by providing support, information, and
guidance; researching and recommending new opportunities.
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Special Coverage – The rise of RPA in the BFSI Sector
Introduction
With the rapid use of technological improvements Banking and Financial industry has been expanding speedily in the
past few years resulting in safe and stable services. To fulfill the need of customers and standing equally with
competitors, the banking sector has to look for an alternative to deliver the most reliable user experience to the
customers. As per PwC, approx 81% of the CEOs of banks are anxious about the rapid technology change, the main
challenge is to enhance efficiency and decrease cost with proper safety and reliability, and the first possible option to
fulfill all these demands is Robotic Process Automation(RPA).

What is Robotic Process Automation(RPA)?
RPA is defined as an effective robotic process automation software used to install desktop and various final-user
device-level software robots, and establish artificial intelligence work labor or A.I. assistance.

What role does RPA play in banking?
Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a technology that allows banks and other financial institutions to automate
manual business procedures in order to stay competitive in today's market. RPA is used by banks to automate
customer service and back-office activities by performing repetitive tasks such as data entry.

Some benefits of using RPA in BFSI Sector
1. Reports are generated automatically.
Banks and financial institutions are required to generate compliance reports for fraudulent transactions in the form of
suspicious activity reports, or SARs. Compliance officers are traditionally expected to examine all reports by hand and
put in the essential details in the SAR form. As a result, it's a very repetitive process that takes a long time and effort
to complete. Hackers may start focusing on individual clients within the firm. This could lead to customer identity theft
or frustration. With natural language generating capabilities, RPA technology can read through this lengthy compliance
paperwork before extracting the required data and filing the SAR.RPA technology helps in minimizing operational costs
and maximizing efficiency.
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2. Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) - Both KYC and AML are tremendously dataintensive processes, making them ideal candidates for RPA. RPA adoption has proven to be beneficial in terms of
saving both time and money when compared to traditional banking solutions, whether it's automating routine
procedures or spotting suspicious banking activities.
3. Processing of loans - Loan processing has traditionally been regarded as a time-consuming and inefficient process.
Although the bank has automated the procedure to some extent, RPA speeds it up even more, reducing the
processing time to a new low of 10-15 minutes.
4. Opening a bank account -The otherwise time-consuming process of opening a new account is made considerably
easier, faster, and more precise with RPA. Automation removes data transcription errors that occurred between
the main banking system and new account opening requests, thereby improving the entire system's data quality.

5. Onboarding of new customers- Customer onboarding takes a long time in banks because various documents are
manually verified. By employing optical character recognition to capture data from KYC documents, RPA can make
the procedure considerably easier (OCR). This information can then be compared to the information entered by
the consumer in the form. RPA automation in client onboarding not only helps to minimize manual errors but also
saves employees a lot of time and efforts.
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6. Lending for Mortgage- Loan initiation, document processing, financial comparisons, and quality control are just a
few of the duties that RPA makes simple to automate in the mortgage lending process. As a result, loans can be
authorised significantly more quickly, resulting in higher consumer satisfaction.

Key Steps to Implement RPA
RPA is here to revolutionize the banking and financial institutions as its acceptance in the sector increases by leaps
and bounds with each passing day. However, to realize the maximum impact of RPA, banking and financial institutions
should follow a balanced approach.
Step 1: Assess the requirement
Analyze the various processes to check for suitability of integrating RPA. Shortlist various processes or operational
issues that RPA can address efficiently and effectively, assessing both the impact and feasibility of automation
implementation.
Step 2: Build a business case
Map the current resources and simultaneously predict the need of future resources towards building a better and
cost-effective virtual workforce. A quick comparison of the cost involved versus the derived benefits based on metrics

such as efficiency, time and effort should be done to set realistic and achievable targets for future.
Step 3: Choose the right model
Select an appropriate RPA operating model to suit the specific requirements and choose the right partner who can
seamlessly offer end-to-end RPA implementation and provide further support in proper execution.

Conclusion
A wave of innovation is sweeping through the BFSI industry. Without changing the underlying infrastructure, a 'virtual
workforce' of bots or robots can successfully alter banking activities. Through RPA, banks are now able to handle tasks
more quickly and efficiently. With the numerous advantages of RPA in banking and finance, improving customer
experience and creating a competitive advantage will continue to be a key priority for banks. The digitization of manual
perations in banks has aided BFSI businesses in increasing operational agility and meeting constantly changing
consumer needs.
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IT Facts

Using big data, Netflix saves $1 billion per year on customer
retention.

If you ask Siri, Alexa, Cortana, or your bank’s Voice
assistance a question, most likely, you will be answered by
a pleasant and polite woman’s voice. The reason? Studies
show that males and females are more attracted to a
woman's voice.

Today it would take a person approximately 181 million years
to download all the data from the internet.

95% of businesses cite the need to manage unstructured data as a
problem for their business.
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IT Facts
A robot built in the late 1990s called Kismet can recognise

A robot wrote an article on an earthquake in California

emotions through human body language and voice tone.

on the Los Angeles Times website, gathering data from
a seismograph.

A robot that rebuilt itself after noticing its performance had

AI can learn anything quickly, meaning its intelligence is

dropped after losing two of its six legs. The robot did not

increasing. In 2013, AI had the same intelligence as a 4-year-old. By

know what the problem was but fixed it by trial and error.
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2029, AI will have the same intelligence level as adult humans.
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AI in Education

Eldrok is India’s leading B2B conference and exhibitions company, dedicated for Education, Architecture & IT-BFSI Sectors. We
have one of largest dedicated sector specific community followership in India i.e. 65,000+ followers across our leading social
media platforms.
44
Education
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For more
information,
contact:
+91-12-4475 1840, +91-83750 27737 or
mail us on - gaggarwal@eldrok.com

